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Questionnaires and Topics

Personal Questionnaires A & B
Besides personal information and research background, with these two questionnaires we intended 
to learn more about the different workflows of each participant and the role of online tools therein. 
Furthermore, we wanted to get a picture about (i) the participant's prior knowledge of and 
experience with MDB and Ontologies, about (ii) what they expect from the new MDB modules that
we are developing in this project and about (iii) important aspects we must consider during this 
development to guarantee their usability in every day research practice.

Group Questionnaire A: New Module Specification
We have developed a separate questionnaire for each new MDB module that we are developing in 
this project and for its corresponding new MDB entry type (i.e. semantic morphological 
descriptions, semantic taxonomic descriptions, and semantic image annotations). We distributed the
participants into three corresponding groups and each group answered the questionnaire for one 
such entry type. The questionnaire included questions about which information necessarily must be 
provided for the respective entry type to be accepted as an entry in MDB (i.e. required minimum 
information) and which information should be covered by MDB's underlying data scheme for this 
type of entry. We also asked about relevant ontologies for each entry type.

Group Questionnaire B: Use Case Requirements
The last questionnaire was developed to address the specific requirements of each use case. We 
distributed the participants to the four use cases of this project (i.e. taxonomic description and 
digitization of apoid wasps, taxonomic description and digitization of Crocidurine shrews, 
evolutionary morphology of circulatory systems in arthropods, bio-inspired materials-research). We
wanted to get a picture about which MDB functions are specifically important for each use case and
which specific requirements each use case has regarding MDB's user interface.

Summary of the Results

Note: The questionnaires serve the purpose to document the knowledge and 
specifications of the workshop participants. The questionnaires record a range of opinions 
of the participants, which will be used at a later date for deriving specific requirements for 
the development of the MDB platform. The questionnaires themselves and their evaluation
do not raise a claim to provide empirically reliable statistics. For example, not all 
participants have completed all surveys, so that the number of participants may differ 
across questions. For some questions multiple responses were possible. The sum of the 
responses can therefore be greater than 100%. 
The majority (60%) of the participants has a background in morphology/taxonomy. The 
remaining participants are programmers, material scientists and information scientists. 
The report is anonymous. However, due to the small number of participants (depending on
the questionnaire: 12-15), it may be possible to draw conclusions about individual 



participants. Here, we only report a summary of the results, which we organize into 
several main topics.

Previous knowledge of participants
Only half of the participants, but about 80% of the morphologists and taxonomists, use online tools 
for the documentation, publication and archiving of their research data. The remaining 20% have 
not thought about it yet or do not see the necessity.

About 50% of the participants and 65% of the morphologists and taxonomists have 
experience using MDB. 45% of the morphologists and taxonomists use it on a regular basis. About 
60% of the participants and 55% of the morphologists and taxonomists have already worked with 
ontologies.

Feedback to current version of MDB
All but one participant knew about MDB prior to this workshop. Most of them learned about it 
through personal contact to one of the developers and to a lesser degree also through meetings, 
publications, word-of-mouth recommendations and through collaborative projects that used MDB 
for archiving and disseminating data and for communicating yet unpublished data within the 
project.

Suggested improvements

The participants identified several things that could be improved with the current version of MDB. 
Regarding more general aspects, the participants asked for a more intuitive graphical user interface 
and a reduction of the number of required clicks. Furthermore, they asked for a better 
communication system that routinely gives feedback to various database actions, as for instance 
which entries have been published since last log out. They also asked for improved search 
functionalities. 

Regarding more specific aspects, participants asked for the possibility to copy a given MDB 
entry and use it as a template for to be newly generated entries of the same type. This would 
significantly speed-up data upload to MDB, because many entries share a substantial amount of 
overlapping information. Furthermore, participants suggested increasing the space provided for the 
display of images and enabling linking of new data to already published MDB entries, as for 
instance a literature reference to an already published media entry of a 3D reconstruction. 

Some participants also stated the need for additional modules in MDB that enable the 
morphological description of particular anatomical entities or whole specimens using ontologies. 
Respective ontologies should be implemented in MDB and thus searchable through the graphical 
user interface of MDB.

MDB’s strengths

Among the strengths of MDB the participants identified the open and free data-access to all entries 
published within MDB (ubiquitous access) and the strict control of access-rights with explicit use of
copy licenses. Further identified strengths include the lack of a data-limit, that MDB can also 
handle large data files, and that currently there is no cost involved for archiving data. 

Many participants stated that MDB represents a versatile and user-friendly web-tool for the 
archiving and publishing of data that provides many additional features, including a tool for 
generating morphological phylogenetic character matrices. Moreover, the new modules of MDB, 



which will be developed during the ongoing project, are considered to become one of MDB’s 
strengths.

Typical Workflows
We asked the participants to describe their typical workflows when conducting morphological or 
taxonomic research, and we also asked them to point out, during which steps MDB could ideally 
facilitate these procedures. Those steps for which at least one participant suggested MDB's 
involvement are indicated by bold red text, subordinated steps are listed in brackets and in italics 
using a paler color.

General Workflows

Basic Workflow
➔ upload/import data  

➔ annotation

➔ search

➔ sharing with colleagues

➔ referencing

Documentation and communication Workflow
➔ upload of supplementary information for referencing (literature entries)  

➔ annotation of metadata 

➔ sharing with colleagues

Communication with scientific community
➔ disseminate published entries 

➔ inform colleagues

Morphological Workflows

Serial Sectioning Workflow
➔ collecting specimens (semaphoronts) in the field  

➔ fixation and preparation of specimen  

➔ serial sectioning

➔ staining of specimen 

➔ manual digitization of serial sections resulting in image stacks 

➔ ( note in journal for tracking which files belong to which data)  

➔ metadata annotation: all methods previously applied  

➔ editing images with Fiji “Trakem” for aligning them and correcting for distortion  

➔ condensing the serial sections  

➔ upload to MDB or Omero-DB  

➔ encircling anatomical entities of interest within each image (segmentation)

➔ metadata annotation: about the encircled anatomical entities; cross-links to other 

anatomical entities and taxa  



➔ (optional: generate digital 3D models based on the contours (segmentation) of each 

section image, resulting in a mesh-model  ►  upload to MDB or Omero-DB  ►  metadata
annotation: cross-linking of serial sections with 3D model)  

➔ publish in database

Non-Sectioning Workflow
➔ collecting specimens (semaphoronts) in the field  

➔ fixation and preparation of specimen 

➔ staining of specimen 

➔ image method (µCT, cLSM,...)

➔ analysis of the image data, including 3D-reconstruction

➔ short description of anatomical entities using headwords  

➔ write-up of free text

Morphological description
➔ comparison of anatomical entities  

➔ their description

Developmental Workflow

➔ recording of cell lineages in 4D  

➔ description of various aspects

➔ comparison  

➔ analysis  

➔ publication

Taxonomic Workflow

➔ expedition or revision of a collection 

➔ collecting specimens/vouchers (in the field or from the collection)

➔ specimens/vouchers deposited in a collection 

➔  identification/determination of specimens/vouchers

➔ grouping into morpho-species  ►  comparison with available material and descriptions (► 

compiling a list of taxonomically relevant characters of a taxon based on literature research
and personal experience) 

➔ possibly conducting new descriptions and re-descriptions 

➔ ( studying the specimens and working off the list by recording the character states for 

each specimen (including measurement data, images, drawings, genetic data that are 
analyzed using software applications for statistics, image processing, phylogenetic 
analysis)  ►  archiving data in various databases and on hard drive  ►  the description of
a species is derived from the completed list 

➔ the description and diagnosis of higher ranked taxa is based on such species descriptions)

➔ optional: develop key



➔ write-up 

➔ publication in journal as well as in databases

Phylogenetic Workflow

➔ comparison of descriptions (and sometimes of the underlying anatomical 

entities/specimens)  
➔ (collaborative) editing of cells in a matrix 

➔ phylogenetic analysis

➔ publication

Others

Material science Workflow
➔ study of anatomical entity to clarify and explore its function  

➔ use of image methods (e.g. Synchrotron) as a basis for building a model of the entity's form 

➔ biomechanical examination of the model  

➔ comparison to other organisms: where do similar functions occur and how do the 

corresponding anatomical entities look like?
➔ image annotation

➔ ecording and archiving of media data

Crowd-Creation project Workflow
➔ crowd-creation of data  

➔ recording and archiving of data  

➔ analysis

New Semantic MDB

Participant's Expectations

At first, the participants expected from the semantic extension of MDB and the development of new
modules that MDB will simplify the procedure of describing anatomical entities and improve the 
overall findability of morphological descriptions. Some participants expected MDB to enable 
(semi-)automatic generation of phylogenetic matrices from morphological descriptions. Regarding 
taxonomic research, the participants expected MDB to enable an ontology-based workflow for 
taxonomic research, including dynamic online-keys and automatic recognition of undescribed 
species. Furthermore, they expected a general standardization that would affect not only 
morphological terminology but also simplify data input and input masks. Besides improvements 
regarding data-sharing and accessibility of data, the participants also expected the new semantic 
MDB to become an easy-to-use community-tool that makes intelligent use of social engineering for 
increasing overall openness and that would contribute to a general strengthening of the discipline of
morphology.

After the participants learned more about the Semantic Web, the use of ontologies in 
knowledge bases, the stage of development of MDB and first interface design ideas, the 
morphologists and taxonomists expect MDB to allow the generation of formal ontology-based 



morphological and taxonomic descriptions in the form of RDF-triple-statements as well as 
traditional natural language texts. These descriptions can refer to individual specimens, specimen 
lots or taxa. They expect MDB to enable metadata annotation and commenting for each individual 
triple statement of a formal description. Moreover, they expect MDB to include dynamic online-
keys. In general they expect the graphical user interface to allow for customizable settings, data 
input to become foolproof and intuitive and that a diverse set of questions can be answered with the 
expected new quality of data. The material scientists expect the semantic MDB to facilitate the 
search for connections between the form of an anatomical entity and its functions and to facilitate 
the search for taxa with a particular function. They also expect it to participate in Linked Open 
Data, which would allow automatic usage of MDB's data in other ontology-based applications. The 
information scientist expects the semantic MDB to contribute together with other initiatives to the 
development of a broad common platform that will allow participation of third-party contributors 
and that will endure and continue to exist also after the project's funding period. 

Functions the Participants request from the semantic MDB

The morphologists and taxonomists request the semantic MDB to provide the functions of an 
archive, a publication tool, and a tool for documentation and annotation of data that can also be 
used for searching for single images and image stacks of other users. It should allow the publication
of data and morphological and taxonomic descriptions and the re-use of these. The morphologists 
and taxonomists want the semantic MDB to provide a new and improved method of description that
introduces an entirely new step in the workflow. The taxonomists want it to be a continuously 
growing knowledge base of taxonomic and morphological descriptions and of classification and 
synonyms that is ideally self-improving and against which a new and unknown individual can be 
"measured". The material scientists request a function that enables searches for comparable objects 
(taxa, anatomical entities) for a particular anatomical entity with a specific function.

How to optimize the Usability of the new modules?

The morphologists and taxonomists emphasize the need for a fast, intuitive and user-friendly 
graphical user interface with improved search functions (SPARQL) and improved media display. 
Moreover, they ask for the possibility to copy existing entries (using an entry as template for 
creating new entries) and for the possibility to search and browse all relevant ontologies within 
MDB. They also ask for a system that filters triplet-options to only those that are relevant to a given
context. Last but not least they note that although an intuitive and user-friendly graphical user 
interface is important, it should not go at the expense of completeness of MDB's overall 
functionality.

Data used/generated with the new Modules

Almost all participants already have some data ready for upload, ranging from comparative 
ontogenetic data, to functional morphology and construction morphology related data, to legacy 
literature and trait data. About 1/3 of the participants and 50% of the morphologists and taxonomists
plan to use the new MDB modules with taxonomic data, about 80% of the participants and 90% of 
the morphologists and taxonomists plan to use them with comparative morphological data.



Data Import and Export

50% of all participants and 60% of the morphologists and taxonomists want to import and export 
excel files and 1/3 of all participants and 40% of the morphologists and taxonomists CSV format 
data. 1/3 of all participants and 50% of the morphologists and taxonomists want to import and 
export ZIP-archives. Furthermore, 40% of all participants and 50% of the morphologists and 
taxonomists want to automatically upload large amounts of data (e.g. image stacks, publications). 
All participants want to be able to export data from MDB for use in other applications (e.g. images, 
image stacks, 3D models, videos, standardized morphological descriptions in text and RDF format 
for publications and as a basis for taxonomic descriptions and identification keys, descriptions in 
tabular form for easily surveyable comparison, metadata from descriptions and annotations, 
character matrices).

The morphologists and taxonomists asked for the possibility to import and export 3D models, 
images in various formats (e.g. amira?, lwf format), SimiBioCell files, data from the Diversity 
Workbench and from the Mammal Species of the World 
(http://www.departments.bucknell.edu/biology/resources/msw3/browse.asp) and RDF data in 
Turtle, N3 and RDFS format.

Semantic Image Annotation Module

Information that every Image Annotation MUST have
The 'Annotation' participant group suggests that in an annotation each displayed anatomical entity 
must be labeled and specified and marked within the image using either an arrow or a graphical 
framing. The entity should also be clearly demarcated from its environment, but the participants 
have no suggestion how to do so. Descriptions of the displayed anatomical entity (RDF and/or 
natural language texts), should be linked to the corresponding annotation, if they exist in MDB. 
Other media entries with annotations of the same (type of) anatomical entity should be linked to the 
annotation as well. Provenance metadata (e.g. who created the annotation, who contributed) should 
be recorded automatically by the MDB application. 

What Information should the underlying Data Scheme for Annotations 
cover?
The 'Annotation' participant group suggests that it should be possible to record the following 
information in an image annotation in MDB: framings (i.e. outlines, contours), point markers, 
information about which anatomical entities were considered to be boundaries and how they can be 
recognized. Furthermore they suggest that MDB provides a taxonomy from wikipedia, ITIS and 
WORMS for annotating taxa and for annotating anatomical entities it should be possible to specify 
their function. Image annotation should also enable to provide a scale bar and specify the 
orientation of and view on the depicted object. For annotating the material properties of a displayed 
anatomical entity it should be possible to set links to respective data from the CES Cambridge 
Material database.

Graphical User Interface: Preference on user-friendliness or 
Completeness and Detail?
The 'Annotation' participant group prefers emphasis on detail. The graphical user interface for 
annotations should provide many input fields that users can decide to hide or expand again. 
Regarding input, the MDB application should automatically cut down the choices to logically valid 



selections and in case input fields depend on each other (e.g. movement has been selected and the 
choice is reduced to locomotion, sessile locomotion, and passive locomotion).

Important Ontologies and Ontology Properties
The 'Annotation' participant group suggests to use something like a image annotation ontology, if 
available, that provides terms and concepts for such things as framing, intersections/overlapping of 
framings and entailment. They also suggest the use a movement ontology and a functions ontology, 
if such exist. From the ontologies they know they suggest using the Uber Anatomy Ontology, 
Minimal Anatomical Ontology, Species Ontology, and the Ontology of Physics for Biology. They 
also suggest to use Wikidata that would provide a ontology for taxonomy and species. Regarding 
properties they suggest to organize them hierarchically.

Semantic Morphological Description Module

Information that every Semantic Morphological Description MUST 
have
The 'Morphological Description' participant group suggests that each morphological description 
entry in MDB must have its own URI and a catalog of metadata for specimen and methods.

What Information should the underlying Data Scheme for 
Morphological Descriptions cover?
The 'Morphological Description' participant group suggests that it should be possible to record the 
following information in a morphological description entry in MDB: specimen details and 
taxonomic identification.

Graphical User Interface: Preference on user-friendliness or 
Completeness and Detail?
Presently no preferences.

Important Ontologies and Ontology Properties
The 'Morphological Description' participant group suggests using PATO, BSPO, CARO, 
UBERON, HAO, and SPD. Regarding properties they suggest using RO.

Semantic Taxonomic Description Module

Information that every Semantic Taxonomic Description MUST have
The 'Taxonomic Description' participant group suggests that each taxonomic description entry in 
MDB must provide the classification of the described operational taxonomic unit, including (if 
applicable) its genus, species, name and year of first description. Furthermore it should specify all 
known synonyms and provide a morphological description of the species, a (comparative) 
diagnosis, and information about the type and geographical information.

What Information should the underlying Data Scheme for Taxonomic 
Descriptions cover?
The 'Taxonomic Description' participant group suggests that it should be possible to record the 
following information in a taxonomic description entry in MDB: media (images, drawings, 
microCT, audio files, etc) and genetic data (Barcodes, etc).



Graphical User Interface: Preference on user-friendliness or 
Completeness and Detail?
Preference is on easy and user-friendly input method.

Important Ontologies and Ontology Properties
The 'Taxonomic Description' participant group suggests using HAO, Spider Ontology, and various 
additional ontologies from BioPortal. Regarding properties they emphasize the importance of such 
properties like partOf, isA, isAttachedTo, isIntegralPartOf, disjointFrom and their counterparts 
(inverse properties).

Use Case Specific Functions and Requirements

Taxonomic Description and Digitization of Crocidurine Shrews

The members of the 'Crocidurine Shrews' use case ask for the possibility of recording attributes 
(color, size, habitat), measurements, ranges of measures and sizes (e.g. head & body = 32-35mm), 
and relative measures (e.g. larger than Crocidura grandiceps). Furthermore, they want to be able to 
record geographical data (countries, coordinates) and link images, maps, drawings and videos. They
also ask for using 'operational taxonomic unit' (OTU) as the top-level reference-category for 
taxonomic descriptions, because this would provide the flexibility they require, since 'OTU' 
includes specimens as well as taxa. Moreover, they want to be able to retrieve the characterization 
of a given species based on the specimens described so far in MDB and the generation of 
dichotomous keys. They also want to be able to import data from the Biodiversity Workbench and 
the Mammal Species of the World 
(http://www.departments.bucknell.edu/biology/resources/msw3/browse.asp). Regarding the 
interface they ask for intuitive input masks that use drop-down lists for their input fields (species 
name, measurements, and countries). 

Taxonomic Description and Digitization of Apoid Wasps

The members of the 'Apoid Wasps' use case ask for the possibility to upload taxonomic descriptions
from literature with subsequent automatic semantic mark-up. Moreover they ask for the addition of 
specific properties that allow the description of variability within an OTU (e.g. 'someHaveColor'). 
They also want to be able to annotate media entries and add links to external collection databases 
(e.g. Specify, GBIF).

Evolutionary Morphology of Circulatory Systems in Arthropods

The members of the 'Circulatory Systems' use case ask for the possibility to connect morphological 
descriptions with image data (2D and 3D) and for an automatic matching of correlating RDF-triples
across descriptions of several species. Moreover, they want the implementation of an optional 
template system. Regarding the interface, they want it to be simple, functional and customizable. 

Bio-inspired Materials-Research

The members of the 'Materials-Research' use case ask for an image-view tool that has a zoom-
function and an image-annotation tool that allows the creation of internal annotations (framing of 
specific areas and marking points within an image using region contours, arrows and text-tags). 
Such internal annotations should be accompanied by external annotations (input fields for 
describing the image contents). The members of the use case also ask for a tool for the management



of literature data for general referencing purposes. Furthermore it should be possible to conduct 
facetted searches with filter-functions over internal as well as external image annotations and over 
morphological descriptions in form of formal RDF-triples (=semantic graphs) as well as natural 
language texts. The latter requires a text-mining-tool, which can also be used for historical OCR-
scans, and statistical evaluation tools for text-mining that enable searching texts based on the 
frequency of occurrences of specific terms or the context in which they are used. It should be 
possible to save OCR-texts, maybe even with tracking different versions. They also ask for the 
possibility to link to Biodiversity Heritage Library pages. With respect to ontologies, they ask for 
the possibility to link and match biological terms with technical analogues. 

Moreover, the members of the 'Materials-Research' use case ask for the possibility to link to 
the material property database (CES) as well as to conduct searches for technical terms for which 
the search-results should provide matches to the corresponding biological terms. It should be 
possible to connect historical with current data and images mediated through the corresponding 
organisms and anatomical entities. Regarding the interface and speeding-up data input they suggest 
that MDB should provide a well-organized compendium of all available properties of any given 
ontology used in MDB (e.g. in the form of property-trees). Possible input categories: spatial, 
material, organism, type of image presentation, function, and technical analogy.

They also note that the semantic MDB should restrict the use of ontologies to animal 
ontologies.

Workshop Feedback

Missed out Topics and Topics for Future Workshops
The participants enjoyed the positive working atmosphere and the workshop location (despite the 
technical problems we had with the internet connection). Regarding the questions in the 
questionnaires they commented that we should have used more examples. They also would have 
liked to see actual demonstrations of semantic MDB's new functionalities and possibilities, or at 
least to see first mock-ups. Some participants noted that the workshop should have been more 
practice-oriented with practical sessions of actually using MDB.

Regarding future workshops, the participants would like the collaboration between use cases 
and programmers to become closer. Regarding MDB, the participants would like to test first 
functional versions of the new MDB modules and more hands-on coaching for data upload to MDB.
With respect to future workshop topics, they would like to learn more about the use of ontologies, 
their different focuses and in which applications they are used. Another topic that has been 
mentioned for future workshops is the standardization of triple-based descriptions.

Note from the Organizers regarding Future Questionnaires
What did we learn from this survey? We need to be much more specific with the questions and 
should provide more accompanying information for the participants to be able to understand what 
information we need from them. Maybe interviews are the better way to go!
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